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In this article we present a survey of the various conical intersections which govern potential
transitions between the three lower electronic states for the title molecular system. It was revealed
that these three states, for a given fixed HH distance,RHH , usually form four conical intersections:
two, between the two lower states and two, between the two upper states. One of the four is the well
known equilateralD3h ci and the others are, essentially,C2v cis: One of them is located on the
symmetry line perpendicular to the HH axis~just like theD3h ci) and the other two are located on
both sides of this symmetry line and in this way form theci-twins. The study was carried out for
four RHH-values, namely,RHH50.74, 0.5417, 0.52, and 0.4777 Å. It was also established that there
exists one singleRHH-value designated asR̃HH , located in the interval$0.52, 0.53 Å%, for which all
four cis coalesce to become one kind of ‘‘super’’ci which couples the three states. The numerical
study was carried out employing the line integral approach for groups of two and three states. As for
the two-state calculations we found that allD3h-cis, at close proximity, arecircular ~ordinary!
Jahn-Teller-typecis, whereas allC2v-cis, at close proximity, areelliptic Jahn-Tellercis @Chem.
Phys. Lett 354, 243 ~2002!#. Particular attention is given to the 3-statequantization of the
nonadiabatic coupling matrix. The quantization is found to be fulfilled in all situations as long as the
regions in configuration space are not too far from the relevantcis. In the Discussion and
Conclusion we discuss, among other subjects, the possibility to diabatize the adiabatic potential
matrix. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1536925#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The H1H2→H21H exchange reaction together with i
isotopic analogs is considered as the most fundamental r
tion in chemistry. The interest in this reaction goes back
the early days of quantum mechanics starting with Londo
Eyring–Polanyi potential energy surfaces1 and Wigner’s
transition state theory2 and it continues to be of major inter
est along the 70 years to follow until nowadays.3–56 During
this period major efforts were invested in developing app
priate quantum mechanical~QM! numerical methods to
solve, as accurate as possible, the tri-atom Schro¨dinger equa-
tion. Simultaneously with the theoretical development
experimental studies reached a similar level of sophistica
and accuracy.31,34,35,43,51~b! Thus, so it seems, the time ha
come for the theory to simulate correctly the experiment

First we mention a comparison related to energy dep
dent integral cross sections as measured by Brownsw
et al. for the H1D2 reaction43 and as calculated by Charu
et al.44 employing a coupled-state, quantum mechani
time-independent approach with negative imaginar

a!Electronic mail: mmbaer@netvision.net.il; Alexander von Humboldt Gu
Professor. Permanent address: Soreq NRC, Yavne 81800, Israel
3050021-9606/2003/118(7)/3052/13/$20.00
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potentials.27 A reasonably good agreement was obtain
along an extensive energy range. This treatment was fur
extended by Meyeret al.47,50 employing their multiconfigu-
ration time-dependent Hartree wave packet propagation
proach.

Next, we mention the experimental~integral! rotational
distributions as measured by Adelmanet al.34 and simulated
by Neuhauseret al.35 employing the quantum mechanic
time-dependent approach with negative imaginar
potentials.28 The fit between the two types of results w
reasonable but not good enough as one would expect. A
the same time Kuppermann and co-workers,32 while employ-
ing their approach, based on the hyperspheri
coordinates,40 and finding similar disagreements, sugges
that these discrepancy may, eventually, be caused by t
logical effects5,7 formed by the well-known equilateralD3h

conical intersections (ci) between the two lowest adiabat
states of the H21H system—effects not incorporated in th
above mentioned studies.@In what follows we designate aci
between thej and (j 11) states as a (j , j 11) ci.]. Indeed, in
most cases an improved fit was obtained.36,37Still, this modi-
fication did not fully remove the discrepancy. One could
gue that these calculations were performed employin
single-state Schro¨dinger equation instead of the, necessa

t

2 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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two coupled Schro¨dinger equations. However since th
Schrödinger equation was solved for a basis set which sim
latescorrectly the appropriate topological effects of atwo-
statesub-Hilbert space, their solution, for low enough en
gies, is expected to be correct.

However it is known for quite some time that the tw
lowest of states of H1H2 are in general not isolated~and
therefore do not form a sub-Hilbert space!. Yarkony39 em-
ploying the line integral (l i ) technique, developed by one o
the present authors,57 showed that these two lower stat
form a sub-Hilbert space only at close proximity to the p
sition of the previously mentionedci and there is a possibil
ity that topological effects due to higher states may affect
results.

The relevance of such two-state treatments was rece
challenged in a reactivemodel treatment.58–61 The model,
developed originally to study topological effects for a tw
state system with one singleci,58–59 was later extended to
include three states60 all degenerate at the same point. It
important to mention that the calculations were done for l
enough energy where thetwo upper states are closed stat
~in other words cannot be reached classically!. Nevertheless
we find significant differences in transition probabilities c
culated once employing the two coupled~electronic! states
and once employing all three coupled states. Thus, a t
electronic adiabatic state cannot always be ignored, even
low enough energies, and therefore the resulting topolog
effects due to the third state have to be incorporated in s
way. It is important to mention that an extended Bor
Oppenheimer single-state approximation as derived for
threecoupled states, yields the same results as were obta
by solving the three coupled equations.60~b!

The fact that the two lower states soon become distur
by other states was, of course, also observed by Kupperm
and Abrol52,53 but they did not extend their two-state pote
tial energy surface calculations to include the effects of
other states. Instead they ‘‘corrected’’ for this deficiency,
issue which is beyond the scope of the present article.

Until recently the only studied (H2 H) cis were mainly
the equilateralD3h cis.5–7,39 For these it was known tha
they couple the two lowest adiabatic states, namely,
1 2A8 and the 22A8 states~as we shall see this is not alway
the case!. Still we would like to mention a publication by
Davidson6 who went one step further and discussed the p
sible existence ofC2v cis as well as a multiple~triple! de-
generacy point—all this based on qualitative symmetry c
siderations. Davidson’s considerations were supported
two recent publications which report on numerical treatme
of (1,2)cis and (2,3)cis, as well as by the findings of th
present article.

In the first publication, due to Mielkeet al.,55 the ~1,2!
and the (2,3)cis were found by tracing energy gaps betwe
the three lowest2A8 states and in this way assigning, a
proximately, the points at which two~or more! adiabatic
states~surfaces! become degenerate.~One word of caution:
This method may justify itself in general but is not alwa
‘‘full proof.’’ In other words employing it one may miss an
existing ci or define a situation of an ‘‘almost’’ degenerac
as aci.) With their approach, Mielkeet al., established the
Downloaded 08 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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existence ofC2v cis in addition to the well knownD3h cis.
Moreover they determined the equilateral distance, to be
beled asR̃HH , at which the three states are degenerate,
R̃HH50.4936 Å. They found that for configurations fo
which theC2v apex angleu,60° ~or whenRHH.R̃HH) the
C2v ci and the correspondingD3h ci are formed by the two
lowest 2A8 states but for configurations, where the corr
sponding apex angleu.60° ~or whenRHH,R̃HH), they are
formed by the two upper states, namely, by the 22A8 and
3 2A8 states. They also briefly mention the existence of
ditional C2v ci in such configurations without indicatin
which type they are.

In the second publication, by the present authors,56 the
numerical treatment was carried out for onesituation,
namely, for a fixed interatomic distance:RHH51.044 Å. For
this situation we reported the existence of two symmetri
cis, to be denoted asci-twins,62 between the 22A8 and the
3 2A8 electronic states, in addition to the well known equ
lateralD3h ci between the two lower states. Later we fou
that each of theseci-twins forms together with the two fixed
atoms HB and HC an isosceles triangle which, due to the hig
symmetry of the H1H2 system, is, in fact, aC2v ci. The
existence and the nature of all threecis was verified employ-
ing the l i technique57 as will be briefly presented in the nex
section.

In the present publication we extend the previous stu
by carrying out an extensivesurvey of the variouscis be-
tween the three lower states of the H1H2 system. This we
do by examining variousl is, some of them surrounding onl
oneci at a time, others surrounding several~two, three, and
even four! cis. It is also important to emphasize that most
the l is are applied for two-statecis and therefore are of the
kind that were employed by other groups,39,52,53,63namely, a
straightforward integration over the two-state nonadiaba
coupling terms~NACTs!. However in those cases where th
l i indicates that the two states under consideration are
anymore isolated in the assigned region we carryout th
statel is with the aim of probing the isolation~or the extent
of the isolation! with regard to the three states in the give
region.64 It is important to emphasize that the subject
‘‘isolation’’ is connected with the fact that the three stat
form a subspace in the given region.

Although the survey of the existingcis in the H1H2

system is our major subject of this article the other subj
which is, in our opinion not less important, is related to t
fact that theab initio nonadiabatic coupling matrix~NACM!
might be, in a given region, quantized.66 We have already
demonstrated before—for the C2H molecule—that indeed
three-state-quantization exists for the real molecu
system.64 We intend to show that three state-quantizations
certain regions of configuration space, exist also in case
the H1H2 system. We reiterate that the quantization of t
NACM in a given region is a necessary condition to be a
to diabatize the adiabatic potential matrix and in this way
derive the correct solution for the nuclear Schro¨dinger
equation.65,66

Before closing this chapter we would like to make o
comment regarding the meaning ofcis. This concept was
taken over from solid-state physics where it is mainly used
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3054 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 7, 15 February 2003 Halász et al.
describe thepotential at a close proximity to the point o
degeneracy between two electronic states.67,68 It is expected
that, in this region, the~diabatic! potential is linear in terms
of the Cartesian coordinates. When we considercis for mo-
lecular systems we do not necessarily relate to a regio
very close proximity to theci but to a region, of any size
surrounding one or morecis and therefore whether the po
tentials, are~or are not! linear in the region we consider i
not essential to our treatment.

II. A BRIEF THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this section we elaborate to some extent on the tw
state and the three-state quantization features. Defi
t jk(s) as the NACTs between thejth and thekth states,

t jk~s!5^z j~s!u¹zk~s!&, ~1!

where,s stands for the coordinates of a point in configurati
space,zk and z j are any two electronic eigenfunctions, th
bra and ket notations stands for integration over electro
coordinates, and¹ is the grad operator. Following that, th
relevant 333 NACM, t(s), is defined as

t~s!5S 0 t12 t13

2t12 0 t23

2t13 2t23 0
D . ~2!

The fact that thet(s) matrix elements are defined in terms
the grad-operator implies that they are vectors and there
t(s) is a matrix with elements that are vectors or a vec
with its components being matrices. Next is introduced
matrix D(G)—the topological matrix—defined as65,66

D~G!5` exp~aGds"t~suG!!. ~3!

HereG(s) is a closed contour in configuration space,ds is an
infinitesimal vectorial length alongG(s), the dot stands for a
scalar product, and the symbol` is introduced to indicate
that the exponentiated integral has to be carried out i
given order~more details about its meaning can be found
Ref. 69; see also Appendix A!. The quantization takes plac
whenD(G) becomes diagonal with (11)s and (21)s in its
diagonal. In what follows the number of (21)s is labeled as
K, and is defined as the topological number. The importa
of K stems from the fact that it yields the number of eige
functions that flip sign while the electronic manifold is tra
ing the closed contourG. This makes the numberK, contour-
dependent, i.e.,K5K(G) with one limitation, namely,K has
to be an even number~or zero!.70 The matrixD(G) is not
only characterized byK but also by the positions of th
(21)s along the diagonal. It was shown that the position
a ~21! corresponds to a particular eigenfunction that flips
sign when the electronic manifold tracesG.65

In case of two quasi-isolated states—thus a subspac
two adjacent states, e.g.,j and j 11—the quantization con
dition as discussed for theD-matrix presented in Eq.~3!
simplifies to become

a j j 11~G!5aGds•t j j 11~suG!5njp, ~4!

wherea j j 11(q) is the topological angle andnj is an integer
~or zero!. The theoretical predictions for subspaces of t
Downloaded 08 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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quasi-isolated states were found to be fulfilled in numero
molecular systems$H1H2 ~Refs. 39, 48, 52, 56!, Al1H2

@Ref. 71~a!#, C1H2 @Refs. 71~b!, 71~c!#, H2S @Ref. 71~d!#,
HeH2 @Ref. 71~e!#, Li3 @Ref. 71~f!#, and C2H ~Ref. 62!% and
for subspaces of three quasi-isolated states were found t
fulfilled for the C2H molecule66 ~and we report them, also
here for the H1H2).

In case the closed contour,G, is a circle Eq.~4! simpli-
fies as follows:

a j j 11~q!5E
0

2p

tw j j 11~wuq!dw, ~5!

whereq is the radius of the circle,w is the corresponding
angular coordinate~both, defined for the specific plan
formed by the three atoms!, andtw jk(wuq) is the correspond-
ing ~tangential! component oft j j 11 along the circle, thus,

tw jk~wuq!5 K z j~wuq!U ]

]w
zk~wuq!L . ~6!

In addition to a j j 11(q) we are also interested in th
adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation angleg j j 11(wuq) de-
fined as

g j j 11~wuq!5E
0

w

tw j j 11~wuq!dw. ~7!

Details regarding the treatment of the three-state case
given in Appendix A.

III. THE STUDY OF THE VARIOUS CONICAL
INTERSECTIONS

Recalling the definition ofR̃HH as the equilateral dis
tance for which the three lowest2A8 states become degene
ate we concentrate on the followingsituations~1! the situa-
tions for which RHH,R̃HH is defined as thecompact
situation;~2! the situation for whichRHH.R̃HH is defined as
the loose situation; and~3! the situation for whichRHH

;R̃HH is defined as thetransition situation.
At this stage it is appropriate to define the meaning o

situation. A situation contains all the configurations relate
to a fixed distance,RAB , between two~out of the three!
atoms, i.e. atom A and atom B. In other words all the co
figurations related to asituation form a plane.

Before discussing the situations mentioned earlier,
would like to comment that our value forR̃HH is not 0.4965
Å, as reported by Mielkeet al., but somewhat larger, namely
R̃HH;0.525 Å. It could be that our value is not as accurate
theirs but it is important to emphasize that the findings a
conclusions reported here are not dependent on theexact
value ofR̃HH .

The calculation of the nonadiabatic coupling term
~along chosen circles! was carried out at the state-avera
CASSCF level using 6-311G** (3d f ,3pd) basis set72 ex-
tended with additional diffuse functions. In order to ta
properly into account the Rydberg states we added, to
basis set, ones diffuse function and onep diffuse function in
an even tempered manner,73 with the exponents of
0.012 142 4 and 0.046 875, respectively. We used the ac
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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space including all three electrons distributed on nine or
als. Five different electronic states including the three st
ied states, namely, 12A8, 2 2A8, and 32A8 were computed
by the state-average CASSCF method with equal weights
perform the above mentioned integrations the relev
NACTs were obtained employing theMOLPRO program74

~which was also applied by us for the study of the C2H
molecule!. The details on how to operate it for our purpo
were discussed in previous publications@in particular, see
Appendix in Ref. 62~a!# and are not to be repeated here.

The numerical results in this article, presented in Fi
1–6, are arranged in columns—each column for one si
tion. A column contains three subfigures headed by a sc
matic drawing describing theci-positions for the situation
under consideration. We distinguish between two types
cis: Full squaresdesignate (1,2)cis, and fulldiamondsdes-
ignates (2,3)cis. Also, full circular dots designate the pos
tions of the two ‘‘fixed’’ hydrogens~which form the situa-
tion!. In addition, dashed circles are the closed circu
contours along which the reported integrations are p
formed. Next we describe what is shown in the various s
figures belonging to a given column: The upper subfig
contains the three nonadiabatic coupling terms, nam
tw12(w), tw23(w), andtw13(w) @see Eq.~6!#; the middle sub-
figure contains the two correspondingg~w!-angles, namely,
g12(w) andg23(w) @see Eq.~7!# and the lowest one contain
the three diagonal elements of theA-matrix, namely,A11(w),
A22(w), andA33(w) @see Eqs.~A5! and ~A6!#. Also, in the
second subfigure are reported the actuala-angles for the two
relevant cases, i.e.,a12 anda23 @see Eq.~5!#—expected to be
p or zero—and in the third subfigure are listed the th
D j j -values—expected to be61 @see Eq.~3!#.

A. The study of the loose configurations

To study the loose configuration we consider the sit
tion for which the ‘‘frozen’’ distance isRHH50.74 Å. The
results are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 1 contains
columns presenting results as obtained by a surroun
singlecis: In the first column the circle surrounds aD3h ci
and in the second it surrounds asidewise C2v ci.

The results in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! indicate that the sur-
roundedci is a (1,2)ci because the only nonzero function
aret12(w) andg12(w). It is noticed thatt12(w) is close to be
constant~;0.5! along the wholew-range andg12(w) is a
uniformly increasing function which atw52p attains the
valuea1253.1452 rad, a value close enough top. In contrast
to the~1,2! functions the~2,3! functions, namely,t23(w) and
g23(w) possess small values anda23 is therefore also rela
tively small~;0.0 rad!. The fact that it isa12 which becomes
;p ~and not a23) implies that the encounteredci is a
(1,2)ci. Since thisci happens for the equilateral configur
tion it is a D3h ci and altogether will be labeled as th
(1,2)D3h ci. Another interesting issue to be mentioned
related to the fact thatt12(w);0.5 along the range$0,2p%
which implies that in this case we encounter an ordin
Jahn-Tellerci.75,76It is expected that this value is exactly 0
if the radiusq is assumed to be small enough. The we
wiggles indicate on disturbances due to othercis, most prob-
able, (2,3)cis. In Appendix B is explained the differenc
Downloaded 08 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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between the ‘‘ordinary’’ Jahn-Tellerci and the elliptical
Jahn-Tellerci.

Different results are obtained for the second case p
sented in Figs. 1~d!–1~f! ~second column!. Here the integra-
tion is done along a different circle and therefore the m
activity along thew interval is related to the (2,3)ci magni-
tudes. Among other facts, it is, now,a23 and nota12, which

FIG. 1. Results as calculated forRHH50.74 Å; Subfigures~a!–~c! are for a
circle located at the (1,2)D3h ci with radiusq50.1 Å; subfigures~d!–~f!
are for a circle located at the (2,3)C2v ci with radiusq50.1 Å. In subfig-
ures~a! and ~d! are presented the three tangential NACTstw i j (wuq); i , j
@see Eq.~6!#. In subfigures~b! and ~e! are presented the two adiabatic-to
diabatic transformation anglesg j j 11(wuq); j 51,2 @see Eq.~7!#. In subfig-
ures~c! and ~f! are presented the three diagonal elements of the adiab
to-diabatic transformation matrixA @see Eqs.~A5! and ~A6!#, namely,
Aj j (wuq); j 51,2,3 and are listed the three diagonal elements of the to
logical matrixD @see Eqs.~3!#, namely,D j j (q); j 51,2,3. Full circles stand
for the two fixed hydrogens,~full ! squares stand for (1,2)cis; ~full ! dia-
monds stand for (2,3)cis, and dashed circles describe the contours. T
straight line perpendicular to the HH axis connects the midpoint between
two hydrogens and theD3h ci point @either the~1,2! or the (2,3)cis].
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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is close top ~in fact 3.1533!. In this respect it could be o
interest to mention that here, in contrast to the previous c
t23(w) is not a constant along the range$0,2p% but, in fact, is
an oscillatory function ofw ~nevertheless the value ofa23 is
close enough top!. This oscillatory behavior was recentl
analyzed and it was shown that it can be correctly simula
by extending the Jahn-Teller model77–79to become anelliptic
Jahn-Teller model~see Appendix-B!.76 More about these two
cis can be found in our previous article although for a larg
RHH-value,;1.044 Å.56

Next we briefly discuss the diagonal,w-dependent, ele-
ments of the 333 A-matrix as presented in Figs. 1~c! and 1~f!
and the listed 333 D-matrix diagonal elements. Both, th
A-matrix and theD-matrix become important if and only i

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1. Results as calculated forRHH50.74 Å. Subfigures
~a!–~c! are for a circle located at the midpoint between (1,2)D3h ci and the
(2,3) C2v ci with radiusq50.15 Å. Subfigures~d!–~f! are for a circle lo-
cated at the (1,2)D3h ci with radiusq50.3 Å.
Downloaded 08 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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d

r

thea-values as calculated for the two-state are not multip
of p ~or zero!. In the case whereall relevanta-values of the
system are multiples ofp ~or zero! the jth A-matrix diagonal
elements is expected to be close either to cos@gj j11(w)# or
cos@gj21j(w)#, as the case may be, and the diagonalD-matrix
elements are expected to be, in absolute value, equal to
with the negative signs at appropriate positions. As is
ticed, the results due to both matrices confirm the two-s
results ~but do not yield any additional information!. For
instance theabsolutevalue of all the D-matrix elements is,
indeed, 1.0 and, in the first case@Fig. 1~c!#, the~1,1! and the
~2,2! elements are equal to21.0 which implies that we en-
counter a (1,2)ci and in the second case, the~2,2! and the
~3,3! elements are equal to21.0 which implies that a
(2,3)ci is encountered.

Figure 2 contains two columns presenting results as
tained by surrounding two and threecis, respectively~still
for the same situation!. In the first column the calculation
are done for a highly asymmetrical case where the cente
the circular contour is located at the midpoint between
~1,2! and the (2,3)cis. In the second column we encounter
symmetrical situation where the contour is located at
(1,2)ci point. The results here are characterized by t
facts: ~1! In both of them the values ofa12 are significantly
different from p ~and from zero! @see Figs. 2~b! and 2~e!#;
~2! The value ofa23 is different fromp for the non sym-
metrical case~but is equal to zero in the symmetrical one!.
Thus, there is no doubt that in the two regions surrounded
these two circles the three states are interacting strongly
each other and therefore the sub-Hilbert space has to con
at least three states.

Next we consider Figs. 2~c! and 2~f! in which are pre-
sented the diagonal,w-dependent, elements of the 333
A-matrix and listed the 333 D-matrix diagonal elements
The equivalent results in Fig. 1 indicated that in the clo
proximity regions surrounding the relevantci the two-states
always form a subspace of the Hilbert space. We also fo
that when this region is enlarged the two states do not fo
any subspace, and consequently the relevant subspace h
contain at least three states. Thus, the results in Figs. 2~c! and
2~f! are expected to indicate whether, indeed, the subspac
the enlarged region is formed by three states or more. I
noticed thatall three diagonal elements of theA-matrix
which start with the value of11 atw50 reach, atw52p, the
values61.0 which constitute the diagonal elements of t
D-matrix. Since for both circular contours we found alon
the D-matrix diagonal the values61.0 implies that in the
regions surrounded by the enlarged contours, the three lo
2A8, indeed, form a subspace.

We already mentioned earlier that a negative sign of
j-diagonal element of theD-matrix implies that thejth eigen-
function flips its sign while the electronic manifold traces t
closed contour. Thus, the results of Figs. 2~a!–2~c! indicate
that it is the signs of the first and the third eigenfunctions t
flip their signs. This implies that the circle surrounds o
~1,2! and one (2,3)cis ~in such a case the sign of the seco
eigenfunction is flipped twice and therefore the net resul
no change in sign! which, indeed, is the case. Different re
sults are obtained in Figs. 2~d!–2~f!. Here the calculations
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. As in Fig. 1~with the obvious variations!. Re-
sults as calculated forRHH50.4777 Å. Subfigures~a!–
~c! are for a circle located at the (2,3)D3h ci with ra-
dius q50.03 Å. Subfigures~d!–~f! are for a circle
located at the (2,3)C2v ci with radiusq50.1 Å. Sub-
figures ~g!–~h! are for a circle located at the
(1,2) C2v ci with radiusq50.03 Å.
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indicate that it is the signs of the first and the second eig
functions that are flipped. This implies that the circle s
rounds one~or an odd number of! (1,2)ci(s) and ~none or!
an even number of (2,3)cis. In such a situation the sign o
the lowest~first! eigenfunction is flipped once, the sign of th
second eigenfunction is flipped an odd number of times~in
fact three times in this case!—and therefore the net result is
again, a change of sign, and the sign of the third eigenfu
tion is flipped twice and therefore, the net result is no sig
flip ~similar results were obtained for the C2H
molecule64~b!—see Sec. III B!.

To conclude this section we may say:~1! For the con-
figurations defined by the fixing the distanceRHH50.74 Å
we encounter threecis: one, (1,2)ci located at theD3h po-
sition and two (2,3)cis located at theC2v positions on both
sides of the D3h symmetry line; ~2! The three lowest
2A8-states of the H21H system, form, in the circular regio
~formed by a circle with radiusq<0.3 (Å) surrounding the
D3h ci. a subspace of three states. Two-state subspaces
be formed only in the close vicinity of each of thecis (q
,0.1 Å).
Downloaded 08 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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B. The study of the compact configurations

To study the compact situation we consider the confi
rations defined by assumingRHH50.4777 Å. The results are
presented in Figs. 3 and 4. The most surprising finding t
emerges from these figures is that for these configurations
encounter four (4)cis in contrast to, only, the three (3)cis
that were encountered in the previous case. Sincecis for
differentRHH-values are connected byseamsit is inconceiv-
able that seams~or cis) can suddenly disappear or sudden
be formed. Later, we elaborate more on this finding. Figur
contains three columns presenting results as obtained by
rounding singlecis: In the first column the results are due
a circle surrounding aD3h ci; in the second due to a circl
surrounding aC2v ci located on theD3h symmetry line~at a
distance of 0.7004 Å from the HH-axis!—labeled as acen-
tral C2v ci—and in the third column are presented resu
due to a circle surrounding one of thesideways C2v ci.

The results in the first column@i.e., subfigs. 3~a!, 3~b!,
3~c!# indicate that theD3h ci is a (2,3)ci: The only func-
tions that are significantly different from zero aret23(w) and
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 1~with the obvious variations!. Re-
sults as calculated forRHH50.4777 Å. Subfigures~a!–
~c! are for a circle located at the midpoint between t
(2,3) D3h ci and the (1,2)C2v ci with radius q
50.03 Å. Subfigures~d!–~f! are for a circle located at
the (2,3)D3h ci with radiusq50.1 Å. Subfigures~g!–
~h! are for a circle located at theC2v (2,3) ci with ra-
dius q50.3 Å.
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g23(w): t23(w) is only a slightlyw-dependent function bu
different from zero~;0.5! along the wholew-range and
g23(w) is a uniformly increasing function which atw52p
attains the valuea2353.167 rad, a value close enough top.
In contrast to the~2,3! functions the~1,2! functions, namely,
t12(w) andg12(w) attain small values anda12 is, therefore,
also relatively small~50.407 rad!. The fact that it isa23

which becomes;p and nota12 implies that the surrounde
ci is not a (1,2)ci as, expected, but a (2,3)ci. In other
words, twoexcitedstates are responsible for theD3h ci. A
similar situation is encountered for thecentral C2v ci as pre-
sented in the second column@Figs. 3~d!–3~f!# The results
indicate that it isa23 ~and nota12) which is close top ~in
fact 3.146! so that the revealedci, just like theD3h ci, is a
(2,3)ci. Still there is a difference between the two (2,3)cis:
Whereas t23(w), for the D3h ci, shows a weak
w-dependence which, as explained earlier, is an ordin
Jahn-Tellerci, a strongw-dependence~two wiggles! is ob-
tained for thecentral C2v ci which resembles the elliptic
Downloaded 08 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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Jahn-Teller situation~see Appendix B!. As mentioned earlier
while discussing the (1,2)D3h ci, here probably too,t23(w)
should be a constant~50.5! but shows weak wiggles due t
‘‘background’’ noise.

A different situation is obtained for the two sidewayscis
@Figs. 3~g!–3~i!#. First, the main activity along thew-interval
is for the ~1,2! magnitudes@i.e., t12(w) and g12(w)] and
therefore, it is now,a12 and nota23, which becomesp ~in
fact 3.143! thus implying that these twoC2v cis are
(1,2)cis. The second interesting finding is that we encoun
here, again, an elliptic Jahn-Tellerci in contrast to the ordi-
nary Jahn-Teller one observed, earlier, for theD3h ci.

Next we briefly relate to the diagonal,w-dependent, ele-
ments of the 333 A-matrix as presented in Figs. 3~c!, 3~f!,
3~i! and the listed 333 D-matrix diagonal elements. Both
the A and D-matrices become important if and only if th
a-values as calculated for the relevant two-state systems
not multiples ofp ~or zero!. In case thea-values areall
multiples ofp ~or zero! the jth A-matrix diagonal elements is
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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expected to be ;equal either to cos(gj j11(w)) or
cos(gj21j(w)), as the case may be, and the diagonalD-matrix
elements are expected to be, in absolute value,;equal to 1.0
with the negative signs at appropriate positions. As is
ticed, the results due to both matrices confirm the two-s
results and do not yield any additional information.

In comparing our findings related to the configuratio
for which RHH50.4777 Å ~see Fig. 3! to those for which
RHH50.74 Å ~see Fig. 1!, we see that they are substant
different. For RHH50.74 Å the D3h ci was a (1,2)ci but
here it is a (2,3)ci, then the two sidewayscis which were
(2,3)cis are now, forRHH50.4777 Å, two (1,2)cis. Thus
the transition (1,2)cis⇔(2,3)cis takes place in the interva
$0.4777,RHH,0.74 Å% ~see next section!.

Figure 4, also, contains three columns, presenting res
as obtained by surrounding two, three, and fourcis, respec-
tively. The results here are characterized by two facts:~1! in
all of them the values ofa12 anda23 are significantly differ-
ent fromp and/or from zero;~2! the diagonal elements of th
D-matrix @listed in Figs. 4~c!, 4~f!, 4~i!# are—in their abso-
lute values—;1.0. These two facts imply that in the region
surrounded by the relevant circles, the three lower2A8 states
are strongly interacting with each other with only slig
disturbances/perturbations, due to a fourth state. In o
words these three states, in the mentioned regions of
figuration space, form a quasi-isolated subspace of the
bert space.

Next we consider Figs. 4~c!, 4~f!, 4~i! in which are pre-
sented the diagonal,w-dependent, elements of the 333
A-matrix and are listed the 333 D-matrix diagonal elements
Both types of magnitudes are expected to yield informat
regarding the ability of these three2A8 states to form a sub
space in the given region. To shorten the discussion
mainly refer to theD-matrix elements. We recall that a neg
tive sign in front of theD j j implies that thejth eigenfunction
flips its sign while the electronic manifold traces the clos
contour~circle!. Thus the results of the first column indica
that it is the signs of the first and the third eigenfunctions t
flip their signs@like in case of Fig. 2~c!#; the results in the
second column indicate that it is the signs of the second
the third eigenfunctions that flip their signs@somewhat dif-
ferent as in case of Fig. 2~f! but with a similar interpretation#.
The more interesting case is the third case where all th
diagonal D-matrix elements arepositive and therefore no
sign flip takes place. This indicates that the~circular! contour
surrounds an even~or zero! number of (1,2)cis and
(2,3)cis as is really the case~we encounter two of each
kind!. The fact that we obtain in all three cases a unita
diagonalD-matrix implies that the three states are essenti
not affected by a fourth state. This is in particular true for t
two cases presented in the first two columns. Slight dis
bances are observed in the third case@because the ‘‘1’’s are
less accurate# for which was considered a much larger regi
in configuration space~an order of magnitude larger than
the two previous cases!.

C. The study of the transition configurations

The results for these configurations are presented
Figs. 5 and 6; those in Fig. 5 are for the fixed distanceRHH
Downloaded 08 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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50.52 Å and those in Fig. 6 are forRHH50.5417 Å. In both
figures we encounter four~and not three! cis and, based on
the previous sections, the results almost ‘‘speak’’ for the
selves. The only difference is the fact that now all fourcis
are located close to each other which implies that the
evantRHH-values are very close toR̃HH the equilateral con-
figuration for which all fourcis coalesce into oneci which
is the degeneracy point of the three states. This possib
was already discussed by Mielkeet al. and reported that
R̃HH50.4965 Å. As was mentioned earlier, we confirm
their finding but located theRHH-interval $0.52, 0.53 Å% thus
at a somewhat larger equilateral distance~;0.023 Å!.

The results in Fig. 5 are similar to those in Figs. 3 and
~related to thecompactconfigurations!. In the first column
we show results as calculated along a circle surrounding

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 1. Results as calculated forRHH50.52 Å. Subfigures
~a!–~c! are for a circle located at the (2,3)D3h ci with radiusq50.01 Å.
Subfigures~d!–~f! are for a circle located at the (2,3)D3h ci with radius
q50.1 Å.
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D3h ci only, proving that a (2,3)ci is encountered here@and
not a (1,2)ci] just like the one found in thecompactcon-
figurations. Also, surrounding all fourcis yields aD-matrix
with positive diagonal matrix elements indicating that t
region defined by the circle, contains an even number
sideways, (1,2)cis and an even number of, centra
(2,3)cis.

The results in Fig. 6, as obtained forRHH50.5417 Å, are
similar to the results in Figs. 1 and 2~both cases refer to
RHH.R̃HH) but still different enough to justify presentin
them. The results in Fig. 6 show the existence of the fou
ci which is missing in Figs. 1 and 2. From the first column
Fig. 6 we notice that it is a centralC2v ci, formed by the two
lower states@and therefore is, like theD3h ci, a (1,2)ci]
located at a distance of about 0.3718 Å from the HH a

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 1. Results as calculated forRHH50.5417 Å. Subfigures
~a!–~c! are for a circle located at the (1,2)C2v ci with radiusq50.03 Å.
Subfigures~d!–~f! are for a circle located at the (1,2)C2v ci with radiusq
50.15 Å.
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~thus closer to the HH axis than theD3h ci). Also, the cor-
responding NACT is of the elliptic Jahn-Teller-type. The fa
that we have here fourcis is also well observed from the
results in the second column of Fig. 6, where the circu
contour surrounds all availablecis. The fact that the diago-
nal elements of theD-matrix are all positive~in contrast to
those in Fig. 2! indicates that the formed circular region co
tains an even number of (1,2)cis and an even number o
(2,3)cis.

The main reason for presenting the results atRHH

50.5417 Å is to be able to understand the existence of
fourth ci in Figs. 3–5 and its disappearance from Figs. 1 a
2. We know from other studies and from theoretical cons
erations thatcis, or seams for that matter, cannot sudden
disappear for the same reason that they cannot sudden
formed. In fact what happens in the present case is that
ci—or its relevant seam—does not disappear but mo
gradually towards the HH axis asRHH increases. There i
most likely is annihilated by itstwin-seam, which reaches th
HH axis from the ‘‘other’’ side, with a negative sign. Phe
nomena like that were observed on several ot
occasions.62~b!,71~f!

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

As already indicated in the Introduction the reasons
composing this article is twofold:~i! To present a survey o
the various conical intersections which govern potential tr
sitions between electronic states and~ii ! to establish the
3-state quantization of the NACM for molecular systems.

The survey was carried out for the three lowest states
the (H2 ,H) system. In what follows we summarize resu
and draw conclusions for situations formed by fixed HH d
tances~labeled asRHH):

~1! We revealed that for these situations one encoun
four conical intersections: two, between the two lower sta
and two, between the two upper states. One of the four
D3h ci and the other three areC2v cis: One of them is lo-
cated on the symmetry line perpendicular to the HH a
~just like theD3h ci) and the other two are located on bo
sides of this symmetry line and in this way form the twi
cis.

~2! We established that there exists one single HH d
tance, designated asR̃HH , for which all fourcis coalesce to
become one ‘‘super’’ci which couples the three states. W
found thisRHH-value to be in the interval$0.52, 0.53 Å%.

~3! We found that theD3h ci and the single~symmetric!
C2v ci form one group ofcis and the twinscis form another
group. Each group couples, for a givenRHH-value one pair of
states. However, a given group may couple one pair of sta
for oneRHH-value, and another pair of states for a differe
RHH-value.

~4! The crucial parameter for the two just mention
possibilities isRHH . It turns out that for situations wher
RHH.R̃HH the ‘‘central’’ cis couples the two lower state
and the twins-cis couple the upper states and vice versa
RHH,R̃HH . In particular theD3h-cis are formed by the two
lower states whenRHH.R̃HH and by the two upper state
whenRHH,R̃HH .
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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~5! The next observation is related to the type of NAC
at variouscis: We found that theD3h-NACTs are of the
ordinary ~circular! Jahn-Teller-type~immaterial which two
states they couple! and all theC2v-NACTs are of theelliptic
Jahn-Teller-type~see Appendix B!.

~6! The final point in this category is related to the fa
that we termed all sidewayscis as C2v-cis although they
can be CScis as well. We checked this finding very car
fully ~following a comment by Abrol! and came to the fol-
lowing conclusion: Allcis in the H21H system are eithe
D3h-cis ~the ones that form the equilateral triangles! or
C2v-cis, ~because they always form isosceles triangles!. So
far no CScis were encountered@this includes also a series o
cis between higher states such as~3,4! and (4,5)cis that
were also studied to some extent#.

The second subject treated here in detail is related to
possible quantization of the nonadiabatic coupling mat
We shall not refer to the two-state quantization as this is
was treated in numerous publications. The more intrigu
subject is the 3-state quantization which was considered
cently, for the first time for one single situation of the C2H
molecule.66 In the present publication we consider four d
ferent situations defined by assigning toRHH four different
values, namely,RHH50.74, 0.5417, 0.52, and 0.4777 Å an
in this way study numerous configurations andcis. In each
case we applied various circular contours, some for sy
metrical situations and others for nonsymmetrical situatio
Also, the number ofcis that were surrounded varied from
one case to another: in some cases we surrounded twocis, in
others threecis and in a few cases also fourcis were sur-
rounded. In all cases the diagonal elements of the 333
D-matrix are very close be61 although sometimes, in pa
ticular when the radius of the closed circular contour b
comes relatively large, deviations are seen~the largest one is
0.0145!. The reason for the observed~slight! deviations is
probably a fourth state which affects the third state~and
therefore the two other states! via remote (3,4)cis. We tried
to locate (3,4)cis but we could not find any, at least not at
reasonable distance from the ones discussed here.

As is well known~Mielke et al.have confirmed it unam
biguously!, most of thecis of the H1H2 system~including
those treated in this article! are located in regions with high
potential energy~;10 eV or more! and so are not expecte
to affect low energy processes. This argument may appl
long as nosingle ci is located in the region~in configuration
space! of interest. However one singleci, in a region, may
change the circumstances. In such a case the relevant~singu-
lar! NACT has to be eliminated in order to be able to so
correctly the nuclear Schro¨dinger equation. To eliminate thi
particular NACT one has to diabatize the adiabatic poten
and at this stage we encounter the difficulties. Diabatiza
can not be carried out for any arbitrary group of states. T
main requirement is that the assumed group forms a s
space~or at least a quasisubspace! in the Hilbert space so
that the diabatization is guaranteed to yield a single-val
~diabatic! potential in the region of interest. Having said a
that it is noticed that the~adiabatic! potential energyvalues
at the locations of thecis ~which are usually outside th
region of interest! are not necessarily relevant to the ab
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ity of thesecis to affect, via their own spatial distributions i
the region of interest, the diabatization process and theref
later on, the solution of the nuclear Schro¨dinger equation.

As a final issue we would like to call the attention to th
following fact: While considering theq-values of the various
circular contours, we found that almost as a rule, the a
Sq5pq2 of the region for which the three-state quantizati
is valid is, at least, one order of magnitude, greater than
respective area for which the two-state quantization is va
It could very well be that adding another state, thus cons
ering four-state quantizations will, eventually, enable the d
batization of the potential matrix for the whole region
interest and in this way guarantee an accurate treatmen
the H1H2 reaction.
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APPENDIX A: THE TOPOLOGICAL MATRIX FOR THE
THREE-STATE SYSTEM

The 333 t-matrix contains three~vectorial! terms,
namely,t12, t13, andt23, where the indices (i j ) stand for
the ith and thejth state. In the present study we expect
have conical intersections between the first and the sec
states and between the second and the third states. Sinc
conical intersections are expected between nonsuccessiv~or
nonadjacent! states65,70 we do not have a conical intersec
tions between the first and the third states. Still this does
imply thatt13 is identically zero it just means that in gener
the ~1,3! interaction is much weaker than the other two. Th
fact is well seen in Figs. 1–6.

Since K—the topological number—has to be an ev
number~or zero!65,70 it can attain, in the three-state case, t
valuesK50, 2 but neverK51 or K53. In other words the
D-matrix can either have two (21)s and one~11! in its
diagonal or it can be the unit matrix@i.e., having three
(11)s in its diagonal#. In case ofK52 we distinguish be-
tween the following situations:~a! The two (21)s are lo-
cated at the first two positions along the diagonal. This i
plies that the first two eigenfunctions~those belonging to the
lowest state and to the second lowest state! flip sign while
the electronic manifold traces a closed contour that s
rounds a (1,2)ci @but not the (2,3)ci]. In such a situation
the third function~belonging to the highest state! is left un-
changed.~b! The two (21)s are located at the second an
the third positions along the diagonal. This implies that t
last two eigenfunctions~those belonging to the second sta
and to the third—upper—state! flip their sign while the elec-
tronic manifold traces a closed contour that surround
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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(2,3)ci @but not the (1,2)ci]. ~c! The two (21)s are located
at the first and the third positions along the diagonal. T
implies that the first and the third functions flip their sig
while the electronic manifold traces a closed contour t
surrounds both the (1,2)ci and the (2,3)ci, but the second
is left unchanged.

To calculate theD-matrix the following general recipe i
suggested:69 The ~closed! contourG is divided intoN ~small
enough! segments with$s0 ,s1 ,...,sN% as division points
wheresN[s0 . Having these segments, theD-matrix is pre-
sented as65~b!

D~s5sN!5)
k51

N

expS 2E
sk21

sk
t~s!•dsD . ~A1!

Following the procedure described in Ref. 66 one p
sentsD(sN) as

D~sN!5)
k51

N

Gk
†E~ s̃k!Gk , ~A2!
he
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whereGk is a unitary matrix that diagonalizest( s̃k) at the
midpoint of thekth segment:s̃k5(sk1sk21)/2 andE( s̃k) is
a diagonal matrix with elements,

Em~ s̃k!5expS 2E
sk

sk11
tm~s!•dsD 5exp~2tm~ s̃k!Ds!.

~A3!

Heretm( s̃k); m51,2,...,M are the eigenvalues of the tange
tial components oft( s̃k) andDs is the grid size. The order o
the products in Eq.~A2! is such that thek50 term is the first
term from the right-hand side in the product,k51 is second
term from the right, etc.

Now returning to our three-state case we recall t
t(wuq) is a 333 antisymmetric matrix. It can be shown65,66

that one of its eigenvalues is always zero and the others
two imaginary conjugate functions, namely,6 iÃ(wuq),
whereÃ(wuq)5At12

2 1t23
2 1t13

2 . To perform the product in
Eq. ~A2! we need theG-matrices and, for our case, they ca
be obtained analytically.66 Thus,
G5
1

ÃlA2 S i t13Ã2t23t12 2 i t13Ã2t23t12 t23lA2

i t23Ã1t13t12 2 i t23Ã1t13t12 2t13lA2

l2 l2 t12lA2
D , ~A4!
ure
at

en-
d,
ved.

ial

-

ia-
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bi
wherel5At23
2 1t13

2 .
In the actual calculations we do not calculate t

D-matrix immediately. Since we are interested in gaini
more insight of what is happening along the contour we
the following:. We consider the adiabatic-to-diabatic tran
formation matrixA(s,s0),

A~s,s0!5` expS 2E
s0

s

ds•t DA~s0!, ~A5!

where the integration is carried out along the assigned c
tour G @see Eq.~3! for notations#. In what follows we employ
circular contours and for that purpose we employ, like b
fore, the polar coordinates (w,q). To calculateA(wuq) for a
fixed q-value and at a pointw5wn , wherewn is thenth grid
point and 0<n<N, we employ the expression,

A~w5wnuq!5)
k51

n

expS 2E
wk21

wk
t~w8uq!dw8D , ~A6!

where we assumed that the matrixA(w0 ,q)—the initial
A-matrix—is the unit matrix. To solve the expression in E
~A6! we employ the procedure in Eqs.~A1!–~A4!. In Figs.
1–6 are presented the curves for the diagonal elements o
A-matrix Aj j (wuq); j 51,2,3 ~see bottom subfigures at eac
column! which were all calculated from Eq.~A6!.

Since theD-matrix, which follows from Eq.~A6! once
n5N and wN52p, is expected to be a unitary diagon
matrix we list, at the bottom subfigure of each column
Figs. 1–6, the values ofD j j , j 51,2,3.
o
-

n-

-

.

he

As a final comment regarding the numerical proced
we mention that the usual grid size is 1° which implies th
the ~numerical! integration, to obtain theD-matrix, is based
on 360 grid points for each closed contour. Still, along s
sitive intervals the number of grid points was multiplie
sometimes more than once, until convergence was achie

APPENDIX B: THE ELLIPTIC JAHN-TELLER MODEL

For this purpose we consider the following potent
matrix,67,68,75–79

W5S v~q,w! u~q,w!

u~q,w! 2v~q,w!
D , ~B1!

where u(q,f) and v(q,f) are two general~given! poten-
tials. To obtaintl thel-component of the nonadiabatic cou
pling termt we employ the following expression:

tl~q,w!52
1

2

1

11~u/v !2

]~u/v !

]l
, where l5q,w.

~B2!

Thus Eq.~B2! presents the angular and radial nonad
batic coupling terms for any given two-state diabatic syst
~in fact it applies to any kind and any number of Jaco
coordinates!.

Next we employ Eq.~B2! for the ‘‘elliptic’’ Jahn-Teller
model defined as

u~q,f!~5bx!5bq sinf and v~q,f!~5y!5q cosf.
~B3!
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Substituting Eq.~B3! in Eq. ~B2! yields fortf(q,f) the
expression76

tw~q,w!52
1

2

b

cos2 w1b2 sin2 w
, ~B4!

which is the expression of interest for the present case.
also well noticed that whenb51, Eq. ~B4! reduces to the
ordinary ~circular! Jahn-Teller case, namely,75

tw~q,w!52 1
2. ~B5!

In this context we would like to mention that a simila
situation was studied, sometime ago, by Yarkony,80 employ-
ing perturbation theory expressed in terms theg–h displace-
ments~which are reminiscent of the normal modes of eq
librium geometry!. It is interesting to mention that the tw
entirely different approaches yield, quite similar final expre
sions.
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